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We assume that basin boundaries constitute barriers to dispersal for freshwater fish and as a consequence that basin
geomorphology and connectivity, and its changes through time, can be reconstructed thanks to fish evolutionary
history.
Firstly, this primary intuitive hypothesis is supported by patterns of fish distribution in the different basins and
sub-basins of modern Africa, at both a specific and a generic level, and in certain cases at a family level. This is
illustrated by the fact that hydrographical basin boundaries are reflected in the ichthyological provinces as defined
and used by ichthyologists for a long time. Moreover, we show that at a continental scale, the hierarchical fish
distribution patterns fit with main geological and climatic events according to their depth in time and amplitude
[1].
Secondly, we further tested this hypothesis in several ways: (1) through the phylogeographical study of the catfish
genus Synodontis [2], chosen because of its modern distribution and its rich fossil record, and (2) through the
examination of the fossil record and systematics of the African lungfish Protopterus [3], of the catfish Calarius
and of an extinct acanthomorph fish called Semlikiichthys [4,5]. We were then able to correlate these fish histories
with quaternary climate change and with geological events throughout the Tertiary in Africa.
Our conclusions are also corroborated by existing fish phylogenies that overlap with our region of interest, and
elsewhere. While in the last years an increasing number of molecular phylogenetical studies support correlation
between fish evolution and basin history at shallow time scales, our studies (and a few other studies) also
demonstrate the relevance of fish evolution to work at deeper time and larger geological scales, depending on
the taxon distribution and age. Moreover, we plead for the inclusion of fossils when available. Indeed, for extant
taxa they are useful to calibrate molecular clocks but also to reveal ancient distributions. The further we are going
back in time the more they will constitute most of or the whole relevant sample. Our results also suggest that
information on the (paleo)ecology of the fish provides useful data notably to qualify the aquatic systems that have
prevailed at the time of connection between basins.
So, changes in basin geomorphology constrain fish evolution, and thus we are able to reconstruct and date
these changes thanks to fish evolution studies. Since it is widely agreed that the identification of corridors and
barriers is critical to understand faunal exchange, we are convinced that for each case study, we can identify the
fish (either fossil or extant) that will provide a relevant “geomorphological model”. To validate this approach,
our current project aims to identify the exchange corridor that may have intermittently existed between the Chad
and Turkana basins during the last 3 million years [6]. These corridors may have constituted possible pathways
for interbasinal exchange of large mammals at a key time period of Australopithecine evolution. We will end our
presentation with preliminary results concerning phylogeography of the extant catfish Synodontis schall, one of
our three model species.
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